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please pardon that hidden secrets I will sing  

of his soft tread in highland snow while  

emerging phlegm crept up his lungs  

a submerged volcano to bind each  

particled sound created as surely as a  

spider twines new worlds in summer moons  

when in my youth I imagined my phrases  

bold prophetic buds to fling upon the world  

and had no thought of blunt reprisal  

his secret sounds within each phrase  

of poems reread revealed that  

there were many more buried nano-parts of  

ions, genomes and buried clicks  

to scout and lift as would a  

spelunker slice a fragment of a stalactite  

to reveal a deep cave’s inner light  

as small as his life was in time  

his work still resonates through trees and roaring brooks  

his pulsed rhythms generate  new youthful rhyme  

they pour their mad love flagrantly like a wolf  

flings caught prey to feed the pack  

but even those of us who have  reported  

deaths of several generations of  the apple tree  

his  words will quietly erupt our senses  

to inspire new nocturnes for our impassioned nights.  

 

Diane Stevenson Schmolka  

In Honour of John Keats 
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to grow in the in the heart of your ears a dream I 

shall feel as a peep does to a  sonata in its first fundamental sonic synapse  

silence begins snow dances, its tiered expectation  

moulds patterns which elegantly kick spurts of wild harmonies  

like drafts before summer moons 

my fingers  wander smitten with your ivory coolness  

a keyboard awakens before me lit by your eyes  

your pupils become plumes as a first subject exposes my unseen gods 

who now trace scores through your soft country 

your breath creates bridges to wrest us from the addiction  of sound  

I wax inwardly in your labyrinth of new language 

now a faun I sweep through your foliage of phonemes  

soar effortlessly, even with cloven feet, to murmur contrasting  

rhythms in landscapes otherwise unknown  

where is it to develop-this structure of sleep 

enwrapped are myriad embedded developments so 

ancient I cannot claim any as my own 

yet this mad love lives to compose a silence  

blue to brilliant oceans  

to sounds which run to sleep   

forever from that first peep 

 

Diane Stevenson Schmolka  

To Grow in the Heart of Ears a Dream 


